Chippewa Valley railroad
FOUNDATION
January, 2022
Next Meeting
- Tuesday January 4, 2022
at the Chippewa Valley Museum 6:45 PM
Wear a Mask

December Highlights:
• New rolling hoist using masonry scaffold components was assembled for shop
use and elsewhere, Lifting capacity about 2000 pounds.When not needed, it
can be stored out of the way.
• Erv Smith, Inc. laser cut a new cross head hanger for No.19. Making a new one
was easier than modifying the existing hanger.

Rolling Hoist Byron Bobb suggested a new
hoist using masonry “walk thru” scaffolding
components.The hoist is supported on a 6 x 6
wood beam. Dave Peterson and Jerry Halfen
assemble the scaffold. Byron and Ethan
fabricate the hoist support.
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New Hoist. Two hoist views. It will be used to lower the trucks to the rails. We will use the hoist
to lower the observation car onto the trucks when servicing is complete. The hoist will be used to
place the boiler onto No. 19 when the driver work is complete. Bottom picture shows beam to
scaffold attachement
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December 16th Storm Damage Strong winds
knocked down many pine limbs, these the
largest. Fortunately none hit our buildings.
Spring clean up will be fun.

Filling the Gap
Rolling the hoist around the shop will be easier
since Byron and Jerry filled in the gaps between
the original 19” gauge rail with wood slats. First
gravel and debris war removed between the
rails, then pre-cut slats were fitted between rails.
Now the hoist wheels will not fall into the gap
when moved.
Pictures - Dan Perkins and Dave Peterson
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CVRR HISTORY EARLY DAYS
Track Extension (1979-1980 ( Continued from December 2021 Newsletter)

Spring 1979. The track was extended crossing the road and up the hill.. To achieve the final
grade, track was laid first, then raised and leveled. We placed fill using our first gravel car. Fehr
Concrete loaded us their truck to transport base coarse donated by American Materials.No.19 is
shown crossing a small bridge located shortly before the road crossing. It was eliminated as we
widened the base coarse on the sides of the track. We also thought it was a safety issue.

Pictures this page A Robert Johnson
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